
The Covid Deep State: Threats, Vaccine Injuries and Deaths Abound No
Compensation. No Justice

Description

USA: The well-reputed online magazine Nature.com published on May 24, 2021, a research-report 
finding that people who had a corona infection have also developed antibodies and will most likely be 
immune against the disease for the rest of their lives.  Let’s hope it will not be “fact-checked” out.

Censuring the truth. What a pity! What can now be called “Covid Deep State” – the same “superior and
super-rich elite” buys practically all the mainstream media – television, radio and print – in basically all
the 193 UN member countries. Looks like there is no escape. That’s what they would like. That’s why
the entire world had to be locked down for the virus at once on or around the 15th of March 2020.

It is an epidemiological impossibility that the entire world at once is affected by a virus, let alone by
what WHO then dared to call a “pandemic”. However, the truth always seeps through, sooner or later.
Just think of Leonard Cohen’s extraordinary anthem “There is a crack in everything, that’s how the 
light gets in”. The truth will always sooner or later penetrate the darkness.

Right now, it looks like the time is coming when the huge heavy vessel that carries this somber elite’s
lies and deceits straight ahead, ignoring all objections and arguments, and as if there was no obstacle
to hold it back – as money buys everything – this vessel is slowly but gradually and it seems
unstoppably turning. People are awaking around the globe.

Independent scientists, virologists, medical doctors with integrity and the warmth of true humanity have
abandoned the matrix and taken the Red Pill. This is in reference to the 1999 movie, “The Matrix” –
where taking the red pill means the willingness to learn a potentially unsettling or life-changing truth, or
remaining in contented dark ignorance with the blue pill. Amazingly, the movie has not yet been
banned and “fact-checked” off the screens and internet.

And so, the study referred to by Nature.com of acquired immunity – probably for life – makes
vaccination not only redundant, but outright dangerous. The text is also available in German. The study
has revealed that after 11 months of infection antibodies are still present.
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Dr, Mike Yeadon, former Vice President Pfizer and Chief of Science at

Pfizer, a top virologist, has studied SARS cases in 2019 from the SARS outbreak in China of 2002 /
2003. He found still antibodies in all of his examined former SARS-infected people. He concludes that
SARS, alias covid antibodies are therefore, effective for at least 17 years and following his experience
he assumes for life. See here.

This actually means that all those who have had the covid infection have developed various degrees of
antibodies which make vaccination not only unnecessary, but dangerous, as the vaccine, especially
the mRNA-type “emergency gene therapy” – never approved by CDC / DFA as a vaccine – could affect
and destroy a person’s naturally acquired immune system, not only against covid, but against a wide
range of diseases. Therefore, coercing people with natural antibodies into taking the jab is a crime. So-
called mRNA “scientists” know exactly what they are doing.

Dr. Mike Yeadon goes a step further, claiming that the mRNA-jab contains a spike protein, called
syncytin-1, vital for the formation of human placenta in women. If the “vaccine” – or rather the CDC-
called emergency gene therapy – works, Yeadon says, “we form an immune response against the 
spike protein, then we are also training the female body to attack syncytin-1 which could lead to 
infertility of women of an unspecified duration.” In other words, likely for the rest of their child-bearing
life.

On 1 December 2020, Dr. Yeadon and German Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg wrote to the European
Medicines Agency (EMA), urging them to carry out vaccine trials, including for their effect on women’s
infertility. They never received an answer.

In an article published by Global Research on 22 April, here, Nathaniel Linderman referred to a study
by Dr. Bart Classen, claiming that mRNA Pfizer jabs – allow me to repeat: Not vaccines but emergency
gene-therapies – caused different kinds of neurodegenerative diseases, including the risk of Prion
disease, see this.

Dr. Bart Classen’s research indicates that the Pfizer untested mRNA vaccine, creates new proteins
that can actually integrate into the human genome, as reported by the National Library of Medicine. In
other words, degenerative brain conditions may appear at any time in your life after receiving the
vaccine.

The Pfizer vaccine is, however, not the only type of untested inoculation that causes
neurodegenerative defects, many of them deadly and most of them unreversible or only partially
curable. There are Moderna, J&J, AstraZeneca and more.Image not found or type unknown
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– reports on 2 June 2021 about a 38-year-old woman, who nearly died after a J&J covid-vaccine. She
suffered various organ failures. The woman was healthy until she received the J&J untested covid
“vaccine”. Within a week, she started experiencing headaches, abdominal pain and nausea and was
eventually diagnosed with severe blood clots that caused most of her vital organs to fail. Only intense
medical treatment, 33 days of hospitalization, of which 22 days of intensive care, saved her life – and
left her with a medical bill of over a US$ 1 million – for which nobody admits responsibility.

God only knows how many unreported cases there are – some very likely even worse and many
deaths. And more injuries and death may be expected by vaccinated people as time goes on – see 
Dr. Yeadon’s suspicion that we may be set up for mass depopulation.

The young lady, who received the untested J&J covid “vaccine”, is now in occupational and physical
therapy. She has to learn basic motor skills, including writing and using a fork, and she had to relearn
how to walk. However, she will never again be the same as before the disastrous jab.

And there is as of yet no relief for her one-million-dollar medical bills.

Since the government shields vaccine makers from law suits under the National Childhood Vaccine
Injury Act of 1986 which effectively granted vaccine manufacturers freedom from civil tort liability.
Instead, several years later, the US government established the Countermeasures Injury
Compensation Program (CICO), which turns down most of the applicants, i.e., fewer than one in ten
injured people receive compensation. And this is in the US. In other countries such compensation does
not exist, unless the government assumes the risks – which is not (yet) formalized in most countries, if
in any.

For example, in Europe, no EU country has declared assuming the covid-vaxx injury compensation
risk. When not too long ago a journalist asked the Swiss Health Minister, what about compensation for
vaccination injuries? – He was taken aback by the question and stuttered something to the effect, “We
haven’t thought of it yet, but there are unlikely going to be injuries.”

In the meantime, by the end of May 2021, the EU recorded more than 12,000 deaths related to covid
vaccines and more than 100,000 serious injuries – and these figures may be vastly underreported. Yet,
no official compensation scheme has been established. And governments who follow the Covid Deep
State orders on fulfilling quotas of vaccinated people, are quiet and ignore the topic.

No wonder, the “Covid Cabal”, those ultra-rich who claim to call the shots on covid and its eugenist
agenda are getting nervous. With such messages of immediate vaxx-injuries and predictions of mass
depopulation within the next 3 to 4 years, people may wake up – and start resisting.

In the heat of the vaxx-haste and people becoming increasingly alert, representatives of the Deep Dark
Covid State, the instigators of the crime of recent human history, have to take recourse to threats. The
Editor in Chief of the reputed Natur.com online research paper claimed having recently received two
anonymous calls from people who pretended to work for the US government – is it true? – saying that
they are themselves not taking the vaccination, but there was a quota that on average 70% of the
world population had to be vaccinated by 2022.
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See this testimonial video (28 May 2021) from Natural News: the Vaccine Deep State issues aDIRECT
THREAT to Natural News – “you follow our orders or else…”.

Something to think about – but always with the premise – they will not win. Our human spirit and will
power to resist is much stronger than their Luciferian plan.  We must wake up in solidarity – and we
will, that’s why they are so desperate to “vaccinate” as many people as possible – 70% of the world
population is their target – as fast as possible, before we wake up. Once you are vaccinated its too
late to change. The effects maybe irreversible.

But we are already awake – right?

As of 2 June 2021, according to WHO, a worldwide total of 1 581 509 628 have been vaccinated. See 
this. Out of an estimated 7.8 billion (2020), that’s about 20%. There is a long way to go to 70%,
notwithstanding the hundreds of millions, if not in the billions, who outright refuse the jab. And if 70% is
really their target, then coercion might have just begun.

But not to worry.

People are just about to wake up, as they start realizing that there is a much more sinister agenda
behind the forced and coerced vaccination – and especially as their injury and death rates increasingly
surface and are becoming known. Our human mind and collective will-power is much stronger than
their diabolical darkness – no matter the money they put behind their sinister objective.

 

By Peter Koenig
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